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HIS HONOUR:

(Jones J)

This matter comes before me to determine the

question of costs which I did not adjudicate upon when
delivering my reasons for judgment and my orders on the
substantive issues.

Between my so doing and today's date an appeal has been lodged
against my decision but the parties have asked that I
formalise the question of costs notwithstanding that fact.

I am advised by counsel for both parties that prior to the
delivering of my reasons the parties,

between themselves,

agreed that costs in any event should follow the event.

have
That

being a matter of consent I feel it appropriate that I should
abide by the parties' wishes and say that had I known that
fact at the time my reasons were handed down I would certainly
have made the order.

At the time of handing down my reasons I

think counsel were not available and as a consequence that
matter of the agreement was not drawn to my attention.

In all the circumstances the order of this Court should be
finalised by adding to the orders already pronounced the
further order that the respondent shall pay the applicant's
costs of and incidental to the application on the standard
basis.
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